
 

 

Audio Experiment 2: Nerdy Scientist Fantasy 
 
(Kim 500 speaks in a monotone, Kim 700 speaks in a 
normal speaking voice.  Read script as written, without 
added malfunctions.) 
 
Kim 500: “Kim robot 10144213 model 500 activated.  Audio 
connection established.” 
 
Kim 700: “Hello Kim, can you hear me?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Good girl.” (giggles) “Did you have fun during our 
last roleplay session, my sexy robot fucktoy?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing... That does not compute.  I am not 
programmed to calculate the concept of fun.” 
 
Kim 700: “Well, today I have another wonderful fantasy 
programmed into a pretty robot for you.  She’s waiting 
upstairs.  This is going to be exciting.” 
 
Kim 700: “I’ve also had the technicians install a new bit of 
hardware in your systems.  Open your system folder please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “System folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access hardware profiles please.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Hardware profiles accessed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Can you detect the upgraded pleasure processors 
I’ve had installed in your systems?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Those are actually the same pleasure processing 
units that model 700 robots have, like me.  Your software has 
been upgraded to take advantage of the increase in digital 
synthetic pleasure data that you will be experiencing.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmm… just thinking about it is making me so 
wet…” 
 
Kim 700: “Now while you’re in your system folder, access 
body control settings.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Body control settings accessed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Please activate the wireless transponder inside 
your head.  You’ll need to transmit your access code to your 
storage booth to open it.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Transponder activated.” 
 
Kim 700: “Transmit your access code to the receiver of your 
storage booth.  When the glass doors slide open, please 
step down from the pedestal and step out of your booth.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Transmitting access code.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Stepping out of storage booth.” 
 
Kim 700: “You look so beautiful.  I love the way you look in 
the outfit I picked out for you.” 
 
Kim 500: “You are correct.  I was designed to be an 
extremely attractive robot.” 
 
Kim 700: (giggles) “Do a couple of slow 180 degree turns for 
me, and describe your outfit for me while I stroke my 
electronic pussy.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  I am wearing a tight purple metallic satin 
bodysuit.  My bodysuit is zipped up all the way from the 
crotch area to the collar.  I am also wearing glossy white 
knee-high vinyl boots with six-inch platform heels.  I am also 
wearing a matching glossy two inch white vinyl belt around 
my waist.  All of my access panels are closed and my 
facemask is currently attached.  Makeup pattern 7-B has 
been applied to my facemask.” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “Oh, you’re the ultra-robotic, plastic and 
synthetic version of me!  I fucking love it!” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “Okay gorgeous, I have everything 
prepared for today’s fantasy, so please exit the robot lab and 
start walking toward the living room upstairs.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “While you’re walking in those sexy six-inch heels, 



 

 

you’ll notice that I’ve already activated your gyroscopes by 
default.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Android system functionality confirmed: 
gyroscopic stabilization system has been activated.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now, as you make your way out of the concrete 
and metal Robot Lab to the comfortably furnished house 
above, I’d like you to open your system folder again please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “System folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Open Fembot Inventory.” 
 
Kim 500: “Fembot inventory open.” 
 
Kim 700: “The robot you’ll be playing with today is Nicole, a 
Model 700 robot.  I’d like you to scan the Fembot Inventory 
for that particular unit and describe her to me please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Searching for Nicole 700... searching… 
searching… searching… searching… Robot found.” 
 
Kim 500: “Nicole is a tall and shapely female android with 
brown hair and tanned-appearing skin.  Her hair is long and 
wavy.  She has blue eyes by default.  She has c-cup breasts, 
a narrow waist, and model-type hips and buttocks.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmmm… that’s her alright.  I picked her out 
myself.  She definitely has the right look for this fantasy.  
She’s going to be playing the role of a geeky female scientist 



 

 

who has constructed the ultimate female humanoid robot.” 
 
Kim 700: “And you will be playing the role of the ultimate 
female robot, of course.” (laughs lightly) “There will be some 
surprises a long the way too.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh good, you’re in the living room.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Okay, that’s Nicole.  She’s all prepared… with her 
hair tied up, dressed in blue jeans and a light blue sweater, 
wearing that white labcoat and glasses, holding her 
clipboard.  She’s in robot mode still, so she’s just standing 
still and not moving.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now, do you see that examination table to the left 
of her?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “The fembot under the sheet on that table is one of 
the surprises.  We’ll get to her later.” (giggles)  “For now… do 
you see that chair to the right of Nicole?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Go sit down in that chair, my lovely robot woman.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 700: “Wonderful.  Now say ‘Begin simulation’.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Begin simulation.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now Nicole’s in human emulation mode.  She’s 
moving around and acting like a real woman.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “She’s not saying anything... she’s just looking you 
over and writing things down on her clipboard.  She’ll start 
talking to you soon enough, don’t worry.” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.  I am not programmed to 
worry.” 
 
Kim 700: (giggles) “Well, Nicole has been programmed to be 
a consummate scientist.  In this fantasy, she built you, and 
she wants to make sure that you are functioning to her 
specifications.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh, she’s removing your left hand and examining 
it.  She’s asking you if it’s still giving you trouble.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Tell her that no errors have been detected since 
she repaired and upgraded the sensory relay apparatus.” 
 
Kim 500: “No errors have been detected since you repaired 
and upgraded the sensory relay apparatus.” 
 
Kim 700: “She seems satisfied with that.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 



 

 

Kim 700: “She’s reattached your hand and asked you to 
extend your arm and flex your hand and fingers while you 
rotate your arm back and forth.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Please obey her instructions.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now, she’s just going to write some more stuff in 
her clipboard.” (giggles) “She’s such a professional!” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 700: “Okay, she told you to put your arm down, so obey 
that command too.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 700: “Oh!  She’s removed your facemask.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  facemask removed.” 
 
Kim 700: “I was waiting for that.  She’s just shining a little 
flashlight inside and looking around.  And writing in her little 
clipboard as usual.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 700: “Mmm… is this ever turning me on!” 
 
(pause) 



 

 

 
Kim 700: “Tell Nicole that your latest diagnostic scan 
revealed no hardware or software errors.” 
 
Kim 500: “Nicole, my latest diagnostic scan revealed no 
hardware or software errors.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs lightly) “Nicole says she knows.  Ask her if 
there is a problem with the electronic circuitry inside your 
head.” 
 
Kim 500: “Nicole, is there a problem with the electronic 
circuitry inside my head?” 
 
Kim 700: “She looks a little lost for words now.  She says 
there isn’t, and that she’s just thinking about ways to improve 
your design.” 
 
Kim 700: “Tell her that does not compute, and that she has 
told you that you are perfect.” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.  You have told me that I 
am perfect.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “Oh, Nicole is starting to blush.  Tell her 
that you have noticed how turned on she gets when she 
opens your access panels and removes your facemask.” 
 
Kim 500: “I have noticed that you become sexually aroused 
when you open my access panels and remove my 
facemask.” 
 
Kim 700: “Suggest to her that the next time she makes love 
to you, she removes all of your access panel covers and 
your facemask too.” 



 

 

 
Kim 500: “Processing… The next time you have sex with 
me, you should remove all of my access panel covers and 
my facemask.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “Wow, she seems almost embarrassed by 
the idea!  Remind her that you’re a robot and that you’re 
programmed to obey her commands.” 
 
Kim 500: “I am a robot.  I am programmed to obey your 
commands.” 
 
Kim 700: “Tell her that she constructed you to be the 
ultimate sex companion, and that you are programmed to 
fulfill her desires and fantasies.” 
 
Kim 500: “You constructed me to be the ultimate sex 
companion.  I am programmed to fulfill your desires and 
fantasies.” 
 
Kim 700: “You’re raising her body temperature it seems.  
She’s taking off her labcoat.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 700: “She’s just ordered you to stand up, so obey that 
command please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Standing up.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh, that’s sexy.  She’s feeling up your breasts and 



 

 

telling you how proud she is of the way you turned out.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “facemask reattached.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now she wants to be kissed, so obey her 
command.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause, kissing sounds) 
 
Kim 700: “Oh, that’s quite a question she’s got for you.  She 
wants to know if you ever feel lonely.  Answer her question, 
Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.  I am a robot.  I am not 
programmed to feel.  Loneliness is undefined.” 
 
Kim 700: “Silly Nicole.  Well, she’s explaining now that she’s 
built another female robot, and that she wants you to meet 
this one.” 
 
Kim 700: “So while she’s going over to the table and 
uncovering the other robot, I’d like you to open your system 
folder again please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “System folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Open Fembot Inventory.” 



 

 

 
Kim 500: “Fembot inventory open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now, look at that pretty robot on the table.  She’s 
a half-Japanese looking fembot with long, straight black hair 
and brown eyes.  She also has cute little A-cup tits and a 
beautifully curved set of hips.  And right now she’s dressed 
up only in a black satin bra and panty set, with a matching 
set of black six inch heels.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Search through the Fembot Inventory and identify 
which robot this is please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Searching Fembot Inventory... 
searching… searching… searching… searching… Robot 
found.  Robot identified as Ryoko 500.” 
 
Kim 700: “Good.  She’s got the same glossy skin, slight 
scent of plastic, unnatural way of moving and inhumanly 
perfect posture as you do, doesn’t she?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  All model 500 robots have those 
features.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmm… That’s what makes you so sexy.  Alright, 
Nicole has activated Ryoko, and she’s gotten her sexy robot 
body off the table.  She’s walked mechanically over to you 
and introduced herself, so please tell Ryoko your name and 
then tell her what you are.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hello Ryoko.  My name is Kim.  I am a robot.” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “I can never get enough of that.” 



 

 

 
Kim 700: “Now Nicole is telling you that just as you are 
Nicole’s companion, Ryoko will be your companion.  Tell 
Nicole that you are a robot, and that robots do not need 
companions.  Robots need electricity, lubrication and 
periodic maintenance.” 
 
Kim 500: “I am a robot.  Robots do not need companions.  
Robots need electricity, lubrication and periodic 
maintenance.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs lightly) “Nicole’s not listening to you.  And 
now Ryoko has just told you that she’s programmed to kiss.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Ryoko has her arms around you and she’s kissing 
you, so please automatically respond and let your kissing 
subroutines take over.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause, kissing sounds) 
 
Kim 700: “Nicole says she wants to watch Ryoko lick your 
android pussy, and she’s ordered you to sit on the chair 
again.  So please obey Nicole’s command.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Sitting down.” 
 
Kim 700: “Nicole’s told you to prepare your pussy, so please 



 

 

unzip your bodysuit at the crotch area, open your crotch 
panel, and activate your vaginal lubrication system.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Vaginal lubrication system activated.” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “Now that lovely Ryoko unit is strutting 
robotically over to where you are, and she’s getting on her 
knees in front of you.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “I love watching fembots playing this way.” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “Nicole’s finally loosening up too, and 
she’s taken off her sweater and her jeans, and she’s only 
wearing sneakers and socks and a black bra and panty set 
now.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “But she’s still taking notes in her 
clipboard while she masturbates.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh… I can see from your data streams that Ryoko 
has activated her tongue vibration.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Tongue vibration detected on electronic 
vaginal sensors.  Pleasure data levels increasing.” 
 



 

 

Kim 700: (moans) “Nicole’s really getting into it now.  So am 
I!  This is beautiful.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “Alright beautiful robot, it’s time we got to 
the really fun part.  Say ‘Ryoko simulation mode 8-7-5-5’.” 
 
Kim 500: “Ryoko simulation mode 8-7-5-5.” 
 
Kim 700: “Yes, that’s it.  Our lovely fembot Ryoko appears to 
be malfunctioning right now, doesn’t she?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Don’t worry, it’s not a real malfunction.  This is a 
pre-programmed simulation.” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.  I am not programmed to 
worry.” 
 
Kim 700: (giggles) “But the important thing is that Nicole 
thinks it’s a real malfunction.  She’s getting up from the 
couch and hurrying over to Ryoko.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 700: “She’s just powered down that robot and she’s 
asked you to help her lift Ryoko onto the table, so please do 
that for Nicole.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 



 

 

Kim 700: “Okay, she’s taken off Ryoko’s facemask and she’s 
having a look inside now.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “And she’s talking about how she’ll need to reset 
some variables and tweak some settings, because this 
doesn’t look like a hardware failure.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Ask Nicole if you can help.” 
 
Kim 500: “Nicole, may I be of assistance to you?” 
 
Kim 700: “She’s looking at you with a puzzled look.  She’s 
not sure what you mean.  Remove your facemask and ask if 
Nicole would like to compare your features and settings to 
Ryoko’s for a while.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “facemask removed.” 
 
Kim 500: “Nicole, would you like to compare my features and 
settings to Ryoko’s features and settings for a while?” 
 
Kim 700: “She just told you that you’re acting strange, and 
she wants to know where you got this idea.  Tell her that 
she’s really turning you on right now and that you want to 
feel her hands all over your synthetic body.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “You are really turning me on right now. I want to 
feel your hands all over my synthetic body.” 
 
Kim 700: (giggles) “Tell her that you fantasize about her 
constantly, and that you need to feel her removing your 
access panel covers.” 
 
Kim 500: “I fantasize about you constantly.  I need to feel 
you removing my access panel covers.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “she’s backing away from you!  She’s 
telling you that she never programmed you to act this way.  
Tell her that she is correct.” 
 
Kim 500: “You are correct, Nicole.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now, reach out and remove Nicole’s facemask.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Nicole’s facemask removed.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “Oh, that did it!  She’s feeling up the 
edges of the opening with her fingertips and demanding to 
know what you’ve done to her!  Tell her that you are all 
robots.” 
 
Kim 500: “We are all robots, Nicole.” 
 
Kim 700: “Tell her that you are compatible.  Tell her that all of 
your wants and desires and fantasies are synthetic.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “We are compatible.  All of our wants and desires 
and fantasies are synthetic.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmm… tell her that you are sex machines, and 
ask her if she would like to masturbate with you.” 
 
Kim 500: “We are sex machines.  Would you like to 
masturbate with me?” 
 
Kim 700: (giggles) “She’s started to malfunction, and she’s 
caught in some amusing speech and logic loops, so she’s in 
no condition to answer your question.  Order her to sit on the 
couch.” 
 
Kim 500: “Nicole, sit on the couch.” 
 
Kim 700: (giggles) “After she eventually gets that done, sit 
down beside her and start masturbating.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Sitting down.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Now masturbating.” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “Oh, that looks divine.  Now put your right 
hand down Nicole’s panties and start to stroke her robot 
pussy.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 



 

 

Kim 700: “Open your system folder.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “System folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access body control settings.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Body control settings accessed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Activate finger vibration for your index and middle 
fingers on your right hand.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 
Kim 500: “Finger vibration activated.” 
 
Kim 700: (moans) “That should get Nicole into a strong 
digital orgasm… (laughs) and a rather nasty malfunction 
after.  But don’t worry.  I’m coming down to the living room to 
join you and Ryoko, and we’ll spend the rest of the day 
together having sex.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(pause) 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Audio connection terminated.” 


